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Abstract: Market basket analysis is one of the typical applications in mining association rules. The valuable
information discovered from data mining can be used to support decision making. Generally, support

and confidence (objective) measures are used to evaluate the interestingness of association rules. However, in
some cases, by using these two measures, the discovered rules may be not profitable and not actionable
(not interesting) to enterprises. Therefore, how to discover the patterns by considering both objective measures

(e.g. probability) and subjective measures (e.g. profit) is a challenge in data mining, particularly in marketing
applications. This paper focuses on pattern evaluation in the process of knowledge discovery by using the
concept of profit mining. Data Envelopment Analysis is utilized to calculate the efficiency of discovered

association rules with multiple objective and subjective measures. After evaluating the efficiency of association
rules, they are categorized into two classes, relatively efficient (interesting) and relatively inefficient
(uninteresting). To classify these two classes, Decision Tree (DT)-based classifier is built by using the
attributes of association rules. The DT classifier can be used to find out the characteristics of interesting

association rules, and to classify the unknown (new) association rules.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous growth of information

technology, massive amounts of data are col-

lected and stored by enterprises. The adaptive

control for the business applications at a global

optimization level can be enabled by linking

supply chain and intelligent transportation to

the enterprise information systems (Hsu &

Wallace, 2007). It is very important for

enterprises to transform the data into useful

information and knowledge for decision making

in dynamic markets. Knowledge management is

one of the most essential factors for business

success in extremely dynamic environments (Xu

et al., 2006). In order to overcome the short-

coming of the traditional data analysis tools and

techniques that have difficulty dealing with the

massive size of databases, data mining techni-

ques recently have been developed. In simple

terms, data mining is the task of extracting the

interesting patterns or rules from large amounts
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of data (Han & Kamber, 2006); in other terms,

this is the process of mining the meaningful

information in a large database (Tan et al.,

2006). Market basket analysis (association rule

mining) is a representative case in data mining

(Han & Kamber, 2006). Market basket analysis

can explore for relationships between items from

customers’ transactions and can be used to help

retailers to understand customers’ purchasing

behaviours. The information about items which

are frequently purchased together by customers

also can assist decision making, such as market-

ing, retail store layout, customer segmentation

and cross-selling (Srikant et al., 1997).

The selection of association rules is based on

whether the rule is interesting and useful for

users. The measures most frequently used in

association rule extraction are support and con-

fidence (Olafsson et al., 2008; Lenca et al., 2008).

Users can set theminimum support (min sup) and

minimum confidence (min conf) to filter the

discovered rules. However, by only using these

two measures, it may generate a large set of

rules, most of which may be not valuable (not

interesting) (Olafsson et al., 2008), or it may not

be able to derive any valuable rules. For in-

stance, most customers hardly buy high-priced

products, so these products may not satisfy min

sup and min conf, but they are valuable to

enterprises (Chen, 2007). As the well-known

Ketel Vodka and Beluga Caviar problem (Cohen

et al., 2001) indicates, most customers rarely

purchase either of these two products, and they

do not easily become frequent itemsets, but their

profit may be probably higher than that of beer

and diapers. We address another example in

which the infrequent itemsets are interesting.

Tao et al. (2003) has pointed out that the asso-

ciation rule of [wine ! salmon, support¼ 1%,

confidence¼ 80%] may be more valuable than

[bread ! milk, support¼ 3%, confidence¼ 80%]

even though the former comes with a lower

support. The reason is that the items in the first

rule could make more profit per unit sale.

There is a significant gap between the statis-

tics-based pattern extraction and the value-

based decision making in using data mining

(Wang et al., 2002). Therefore, how to mine the

patterns or rules which consider both objective

measures (e.g. probability) and subjective mea-

sures (e.g. profit) is a challenge for data mining,

and it is an important issue for enterprises.

From the above examples, Ketel Vodka and

Beluga Caviar and wine and salmon, the infre-

quent itemsets are potentially interesting be-

cause they simultaneously consider the domain

knowledge such as the value or profit of pro-

duct, and the traditional statistics-based criteria.

By only considering the statistics-based mea-

sures and ignoring the subjective domain knowl-

edge, the infrequent products with high value to

enterprises are simply viewed as uninteresting.

On the other hand, we can set a lower threshold

to filter the profitable infrequent itemsets, but a

lot of association rules will be generated which

results in difficulty choosing the useful rules for

decision making. To overcome the above dilem-

ma in traditional association rule mining algo-

rithms (Chen, 2007), the subjective measures can

be further used to filter the discovered associa-

tion rules. Therefore, in this paper we apply the

property of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)

that can measure the relative efficiency of deci-

sion-making units (DMUs) to calculate the

efficiency of mined rules with multiple criteria.

These criteria consist of objective statistics-

based measures and subjective domain knowl-

edge. DEA can be used to classify objects with

multiple criteria. For instance, Ramanathan

(2006) utilized DEA to classify inventory with

four criteria including average unit cost, annual

dollar usage, critical factor and lead time.

Furthermore, Dulá (2008) indicated that DEA

can be taken as a data mining tool to recognize

geometric outliers applied beyond the common

area of efficiency and productivity.

Decision tree (DT) algorithms have to pro-

vide a mechanism to express an attribute split-

ting condition and its associated results for

various attribute types. By using some mea-

sures, DT algorithms iteratively select the best

attribute to split the objects, and grow the tree

until certain criteria are satisfied (Tan et al.,

2006). By constructing the DT-based classifica-

tion model, the tree can be applied to classify the

unknown data by using data attributes. Because
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of the flexibility of DT, it has the capability of

using different feature subsets and decision rules

at different stages of classification, and the

capability of tradeoffs between classification

accuracy and time=memory space efficiency

(Safavian & Landgrebe, 1991). Perhaps, DT

is the most widely used method to build classi-

fiers, and it has been applied to resolve many

real-world classification problems (Rokach &

Maimon, 2005).

Combining DEA and DT and the resulting

applications have been explored in previous

studies (Sohn & Moon, 2004; Lee & Park, 2005;

Seol et al., 2007; Samoilenko & Osei-Bryson,

2008). In these studies, DEA was commonly

used to investigate the relative efficiency of

DMUs. Instead of using DEA alone, Sohn and

Moon (2004) developed a hybrid DEA-DT

method to forecast the degree of commercializa-

tion efficiency by constructing a DT model, in

which the environmental characteristics of new

technology are taken as attributes, and the result

of DEA is the target variable. Seol et al. (2007)

used the DT technique to select the inefficient

process for improving the service unit’s overall

efficiency. In Samoilenko and Osei-Bryson

(2008), the nature of the relative efficiencies of

DMUs is discovered by applying DT. Lee and

Park (2005) proposed a profitable customer

segmentation system by combining the three

methods of DEA, DT and neural networks.

The concept of profit mining was initially

coined by Wang et al. (2002). They pointed out

that the purpose of profit mining is to construct

a model to recommend suitable products and

proper prices for customers in order to max-

imize net profit. Hence, this paper emphasizes

value-based pattern evaluation in the process of

knowledge discovery by using both objective

and subjective measures to evaluate the interest-

ingness and usefulness of association rules. The

proposed approach can help analysts make

decisions with discovered rules, which are profit-

able to enterprises.

As abovementioned, how to evaluate and

choose the valuable or profitable rules or

patterns in data mining applications is an

important issue. Association rule mining is

user-centric because its objective is to discover

the useful (or interesting) rules from which new

knowledge can be derived (Ceglar & Roddick,

2006). The system of association rule mining

needs to facilitate the discovery, heuristically

filter, and enable the presentation of the mined

rules for subsequent interpretation by users to

investigate their usefulness.

Based on the above discussion, this paper,

therefore, develops a rule evaluation method

based on DEA and DT. The proposed rule

evaluation method can help decision makers to

interpret and investigate the mined association

rules for subsequent applications. In the pro-

posed method, DEA is used to calculate the

efficiency of association rules with multiple

criteria, and rank the rules by interestingness

(efficiency) in order to choose the proper rules

for implementation. After evaluating the effi-

ciency of association rules, we use DT to build a

classifier to find out the characteristics of rule

interestingness. The constructed classifier also

can be used to predict whether the unknown

(new) association rules are efficient or not.

The remainder of this paper is divided into

four sections. Section 2, introduces the objective

and subjective measures in mining association

rules. The proposed approach for pattern filter-

ing and classification is presented in Section 3.

Section 4, the computational results are pre-

sented and discussed. Finally, conclusions of

this paper are made in Section 5.

2. Objective and subjective measures

Association rule mining is commonly used to

analyze the customer transaction database, and

to describe the relationships between product

items directly from the databases (Agrawal

et al., 1993). The marketing analyst usually tries

to search for a parsimonious representation of

the cross-category associations by applying mul-

tidimensional scaling techniques or hierarchical

clustering (Boztuğ & Reutterer 2008). However,

these methods are limited to a relatively small

number of categories with symmetric pairwise

relationships. From the literature review in
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Boztuğ and Reutterer, the research of associa-

tion rule mining successfully resolves this limita-

tion. Exploratory and explanatory (or

predictive) models are two main types of ap-

proaches for market basket data analysis (Mild

& Reutterer, 2003; Boztuğ & Reutterer, 2008).

Boztuğ and Reutterer indicated that exploratory

models are limited to discovering notable cross-

category interrelationships with respect to ob-

served patterns of simultaneously bought pro-

duct items or categories. Data mining of rule

discovery can handle both very huge numbers of

product categories or items and market baskets,

but the issue of an aggregate market view still

needs to be resolved. Explanatory choice models

(Boztuğ & Reutterer, 2008) mainly focus on

estimating the effects of marketing-mix vari-

ables on category purchase incidences. Most

existing explanatory models for market basket

analysis are based on either logit or probit

models. For explanatory approaches, the set of

categories to be included for analyzing cross-

category effects on the selected response cate-

gory is rather restricted. As discussed above,

Boztuğ & Reutterer (2008) therefore proposed a

two-stage approach for market basket analysis,

which integrates characteristics from explora-

tory and model-based traditions.

Association rules also can find out the frequent

itemsets, that is, the sets of product items fre-

quently bought together, and predict the custo-

mers’ behaviours. Association rules are widely

used in traditional business and e-business regions

(Choi et al., 2005). The former includes item

allocation, product assortment, cross-marketing,

catalog design, customer segmentation, etc.

(Agrawal et al., 1993; Srikant et al., 1997; Chen

& Lin, 2007). The association rules obtained from

transaction data can be used to identify which

products are frequently bought together by cus-

tomers. Provided that certain products appear in

a market basket, decision makers can infer that

certain other products would be bought. There-

fore, association rules can be used to allocate

products on shelves, recommend products to a

customer, and so on. The e-business applications

include web personalization (Mobasher et al.,

2000) and recommender systems (Leung et al.,

2008). In the WebPersonalizer system developed

by Mobasher et al. (2000), association rules are

used to presenting the relationships among Uni-

form Resource Identifiers (URIs) based on users’

navigational patterns. Mobasher and colleagues

applied frequent itemsets discovery (frequent

URI sets) of association rules as one of the

methods to directly obtain groups of URIs based

on users’ pageview clusters. Leung et al. (2008)

developed a cross-level association rule based

recommender system, in which user-item and

item-item associations are combined to build the

preference model. The main characteristic of

their proposed recommender system is applying

the information of associations between the attri-

butes of a given item and other domain items to

address the problem of no recommendations by

using collaborative filtering.

It is necessary for decision makers to discover

the meaningful and useful patterns or rules from

databases in data mining applications. One can

identify the interestingness of association rules

by using both objective and subjective measures.

Geng & Hamilton (2006) summarized nine cri-

teria for rule interestingness, and they can be

categorized into three categories, objective, sub-

jective and semantics-based measures. Objective

measures are based on the theories of statistics

and probability. The user’s domain and back-

ground knowledge are considered in the subjec-

tive measures. Semantics-based measures take

into account the semantics of patterns, and also

consider the domain knowledge of users. Se-

mantics-based measures are assigned to the

category of subjective measures in this paper.

The objective measures in association rules

consist of support, confidence and lift; the sub-

jective measures consist of unexpectedness and

actionability (Liu et al., 2000). Support and

confidence are objective measures most fre-

quently used for association rule mining (Olafs-

son et al., 2008; Lenca et al., 2008). However,

redundant and uncorrelated association rules

may be generated if only minimum support and

minimum confidence are used to filter the rules

(Wei et al., 2006). Therefore, some previous

studies discussed the interestingness of rules

combining other measures to evaluate the
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usefulness of discovered rules. For example,

Chen (2007) combined the product value and

cross-selling profit with support and confidence

to select interesting association rules, and uti-

lized DEA to calculate the efficiency of rules.

Luo & Wu (2002) used validity to replace con-

fidence for association rules. The concept of

validity can diminish the number of rules, but it

does not have a great effect on reducing the

uncorrelated rules. Therefore, Wei et al. (2006)

proposed the framework of support-match to

replace support-confidence. Their experimental

results revealed that the approach proposed by

Wei et al. (2006) not only can reduce the

redundant and low-association rules, but also

generate higher correlation between the antece-

dent and consequent of rules.

3. The rule filtering and classification approach

3.1. Overview

This section presents the proposed process of

pattern filtering and classification, which hybri-

dize association rule mining, DEA and DT. The

flowchart of the proposed procedure is schema-

tically illustrated in Figure 1, and the procedure

steps are described as follows:

� Step 1: Import transaction database and

product database, and set min sup and min

conf for mining association rules.

� Step 2: Generate association rules by using

the Apriori algorithm.

� Step 3: Obtain the objective measures and

calculate the subjective measures for each

association rule.

� Step 4: Compute the efficiency of each asso-

ciation rule by using Ranked Voting DEA.

Set an efficiency threshold to categorize the

association rules into relatively efficient and

relatively inefficient.

� Step 5: Find the characteristics of relatively

efficient and relatively inefficient association

rules by using DT algorithms.

� Step 6: Select the interesting or profitable

association rules for marketing implementa-

tion. And, use the DT classifier to classify

the new association rules.

3.2. Steps 1 and 2: mining association rules

The Apriori algorithm is a popular algorithm

for mining association rules (Agrawal &

Srikant, 1994). Let I¼ {i1, i2, . . ., im} represent a

set of items, and let D be a set of transactions

where each transaction T2D is a set of items

such that T � I. Each transaction has an identi-

fier, namely TID. Every rule can use three

measures (support, confidence and lift) to evalu-

ate the characteristics of rule frequency and

relationship. An association rule implies the

form X ) Y, where X � I, Y � I and

X \ Y¼+. The rule X ) Y has support s in

the transaction set D if s% of transactions in D

contain X [ Y, and the rule X ) Y has confi-

dence c if c%of transactions inD that contain X

also contain Y.

The Apriori algorithm developed by Agrawal

et al. (1993) and Srikant & Agrawal (1997) is

efficient because it restricts the search space and

checks only a subset of all association rules, but

does not miss important rules. In association rule

mining, Apriori is a fundamental algorithm, on

which many extended algorithms are based

(Ceglar & Roddick, 2006). In the Apriori

algorithm, two operators, JOIN and PRUNE,

are mainly used to generate association rules

(Srikant & Agrawal, 1997; Han & Kamber,

2006). The JOIN operator can generate potential

itemset candidates. The PRUNE operator uses

Figure 1: The flowchart of pattern filtering and classification.
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the minimum support criterion to remove candi-

dates of itemset that are not frequent. The details

of the Apriori algorithm can be found in Agrawal

et al. (1993) and Srikant & Agrawal (1997).

Additionally, lift represents the correlation

between the occurrence of X and Y. If lift is

> 1.0, then the occurrence of X is positively

correlated with Y. If lift is < 1.0, they are

negatively correlated. If lift is equal to 1, X and

Y are independent. In order to avoid missing the

high-value itemsets, min sup andmin conf are set

relatively low in the proposed procedure.

3.3. Step 3: obtaining evaluation measures

The objective measures consist of support, con-

fidence and lift. For the rule X ) Y, they are

mathematically expressed as follows (Agrawal

& Srikant, 1994; Han & Kamber, 2006):

SupportðX ) YÞ¼PðX [ YÞ ð1Þ

ConfidenceðX ) YÞ¼PðYjXÞ ð2Þ

LiftðX ) YÞ¼ PðX [ YÞ
PðXÞPðYÞ ¼

PðYjXÞ
PðYÞ ð3Þ

The product database is also imported herein

to compute the subjective measures. The sub-

jective measures of rule X ) Y used in this

paper include rule value (Chen, 2007), cross-

selling profit (Chen, 2007) and rule profit. As

mentioned above, the products with a higher

value may potentially belong to interesting in-

frequent itemsets, so the product value can also

be considered as a subjective measure. The rule

value is measured by the summation of product

prices in a rule. It takes the form of (Chen, 2007)

Rule value¼
Xn
i¼ 1

PXi þ
Xm
j¼ 1

PYj ð4Þ

where PXi represents the price of product i in X,

PYj represents the price of product j in Y, and n

and m, respectively, represent the numbers of

products in X and Y.

The measure of rule value as expressed in

equation (4) does not consider the product

cost. Each product’s profit can be obtained by

the difference between price and cost. The rule

profit can be also taken as a subjective measure,

and it is measured in terms of the total profit in a

rule. The total profit of a rule is expressed as

Rule profit¼
Xn
i¼ 1

ðPXi � CXiÞ þ
Xm
j¼ 1

ðPYj � CYjÞ

ð5Þ

where CXi represents the cost of product i in X,

and CYj represents the cost of product j in Y.

Knott et al. (2002) raised some cross-selling

examples such as an online book business in-

tending to recognize which other books it

should direct to its customers, or a photo store

with an in-store self-serve kiosk identifying

which additional attributes it should promote

to its customers, when customers are using the

kiosk, and so on. Applying customer transac-

tion databases for cross-selling of new services

and products has been an important perspective

in customer relationship marketing (Kamakura

et al., 2003). Through implementing cross-

selling, marketers can offer customers products

and services that fit their needs, but that they have

not bought so far. The cross-selling profit there-

fore can be taken as the summation of profits in

Y. Hence, it is expressed as (Chen, 2007)

Cross selling profit¼
Xm
j¼ 1

ðPYj � CYjÞ ð6Þ

3.4. Step 4: generating rule efficiency

This proposed procedure uses DEA to calculate

the efficiency of association rules with multiple

criteria. After generating the association rules, the

ranked voting DEA developed by Cook & Kress

(1990) is then applied to generate the efficiency

value of each rule. An association rule is taken as

a DMU. The measure lift is not included in the

ranked voting DEA model because it should be

> 1.0 to guarantee X is positively related to Y.

The ranked voting DEA model is formulated as

follows (Cook & Kress, 1990).

Maximize zo ¼
Xk
j¼ 1

wjvoj ð7Þ
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Subject to:

Xk
j¼ 1

wjvijr1; i¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p ð8Þ

wj � wjþ1Zdðj; eÞ; j¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k� 1 ð9Þ

wjZdðk; eÞ ð10Þ
where zo denotes the desirability index (efficiency

value) of oth candidate (rule), wj denotes the

weight of the jth place vote; vij represents the

number of jth place votes of candidate i

(i¼ 1, 2, . . .,p, j¼ 1, 2, . . .,k, in which p is

the number of candidates, and k is the

number of place votes); and d(�,e), known as the

discrimination intensity function, is nonnegative

and nondecreasing in e and satisfies d(�,0)¼ 0.

Parameter e, called discriminating factor, is non-

negative.

The above mathematical model is solved for

each candidate o. The objective is to maximize

the desirability index of candidate o. The best

attainable performance level is set to 1 as shown

in Constraint set (8). Constraint set (9) ensures

that the vote of the higher place may have a

greater importance than that of the lower place.

Without setting the priorities of criteria, Con-

straint set (9) is relaxed. In the original DEA,

candidates with desirability index (preference

score) of 1.0 are called efficient candidates.

Readers are referred to Cook & Kress (1990)

for further details of this ranked voting DEA

model. In this paper, we label the rule with an

efficiency value higher than or equal to a thresh-

old as relatively efficient; otherwise relatively

inefficient.

3.5. Steps 5 and 6: building DT classifier and

implementation

With the above DEA model, the efficiency of

each association rule can be calculated by using

the evaluation measures. By setting an efficiency

threshold, the association rules can be categor-

ized into relatively efficient and relatively ineffi-

cient. DT is hence applied to construct the

classifier, which can describe the characteristics

of efficient and inefficient rules. As well, the DT

classifier can serve as a model to predict new

association rules.

Selecting the best attribute for split is essential

to DT algorithms. Goodness of split is estimated

by impurity in which entropy, Gini index and w2

statistics are usually used as the measures (Tan

et al., 2006). With these impurity measures,

Entropy Reduction, Gini Reduction and a w2-
test are used to develop different DT algorithms.

Entropy, Gini index and w2 statistics are mathe-

matically expressed as the following equations

(Tan et al., 2006):

EntropyðtÞ¼ �
Xc�1

i¼ 0

PðijtÞ log2 PðijtÞ ð11Þ

GiniðtÞ¼ 1�
Xc�1

i¼ 0

½PðijtÞ�2 ð12Þ

Classification errorðtÞ¼ 1�ma
i
x½PðijtÞ� ð13Þ

where c is the number of classes, and PðijtÞ
represents the percentage of records belonging

to class i in node t.

After obtaining the DT classifier, we can find

out the characteristics of relatively efficient and

relatively inefficient association rules by exploring

the DT classifier for each path starting from root

node to leaf node (Han & Kamber, 2006). Classi-

fying a test object is straightforward once a DT is

built. Several previous studies (e.g. Polat et al.

(2009), Uhmn et al. (2009)) have compared the

performance of some classifiers, and demonstrated

that DT may not be the best classifier compared

with other classifiers. However, DT, particularly a

small-sized tree, is easy to explain (Tan et al., 2006)

since it can generate interpretive rules.

4. Computational results

This section presents the computational results

by using the proposed pattern filtering and

classification approach developed in the pre-

vious section with a set of experiments.
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4.1. Data

In this paper, data are obtained from the Super-

Market database in XAffinitys software (http://

www.xore.com, Exclusive Ores Inc.). The data-

base includes tables of product items, product

categories and transaction data in a supermar-

ket. The columns used in this paper are listed in

Table 1. Transaction ID, TRX_CODE and

product item ID, ITEM_CODE, are retrieved

from the SuperMarket database for generating

association rules with Apriori. There are 20,245

product items with 98,742 transaction records.

To obtain the subjective measures (rule value,

rule profit and cross-selling profit), product sell-

ing price, cost and sale quantity are additionally

required, and they are generated in a random

manner herein.

4.2. Examples of association rules

After retrieving and pre-processing the neces-

sary data, association rules are mined by using

the data mining tool SASs Enterprise Minert

(http://www.sas.com, SAS Institute Inc.). Be-

cause there are massive product items and

transaction records, and since we intend to find

the potentially profitable patterns, the thresh-

olds of min sup and min conf are set relatively

low, 0.5% and 10%, respectively. The maxi-

mum length of frequent itemset is set to 4. With

such a setting, 152 association rules are gener-

ated.

Taking the following association rules for

illustration,

Rule 9: Item¼ 1017700 ) Item¼ 1009636,

Objective measures: [support¼ 2.38%, con-

fidence¼ 34.04, lift¼ 3.33],

Subjective measures: [rule value¼US$850, rule

profit¼US$308, cross-selling profit¼US$73]

Rule 122: Item¼ 1028068 ) Item¼ 1017637,

Objective measures: [support¼ 0.54%, con-

fidence¼ 27.85, lift¼ 1.76],

Subjective measures: [rule value¼US$1,690,

rule profit¼US$620, cross-selling profit¼US$271]

Observing the above two association rules,

Rule 9 will be selected by using the traditional

association rule mining with only the objective

measures, support, confidence and lift.

Although, Rule 122 has lower support and

confidence, it is certainly more profitable to

enterprises in terms of subjective measures. Rule

122 has higher rule value, rule profit and cross-

selling profit. In such a situation, decision ma-

kers may have a dilemma to select either Rule 9

or Rule 122 for marketing implementation.

4.3. The DEA analysis

The discovered 152 rules (DMUs) with both

objective and subjective measures were used as

input to the ranked voting DEA model for

calculating the efficiency values. Without setting

the importance of measure, that is, relaxing

Constraint set (9), Rules 9 and 122 have effi-

ciency values of 0.82 and 1.00, respectively.

Considering the efficiency, Rule 122 is more

interesting than Rule 9. As mentioned above,

taking the profit-based measures (subjective

measures) into account, decision makers may

discover the potentially profitable association

rules for implementations such as bundle sale,

shelf space management, promotion, etc.

By setting the priority for objective and sub-

jective measures, three analysis scenarios are

defined in performing the DEA model coded in

the optimization modelling tool LINGO (http://

www.lindo.com, Lindo Systems). In Scenario A,

the weight priority is not set between objective

and subjective measures. Scenario B sets objec-

tive measures as more important than the sub-

jective ones. On the contrary, Scenario C sets

subjective measures as more important than the

objective ones. The 20 most efficient association

rules of Scenarios A, B and C are summarized in

Table 2.

Table 1: Summary of data columns

Column name Description Randomly
generate

TRX_CODE Transaction ID No
ITEM_CODE Product item ID No
ITEM_PRICE Product selling price Yes
ITEM_COST Product cost Yes
ITEM_TOTAL_
QTY

Product sale quantity Yes
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As mentioned above, decision makers may

have a dilemma to select either Rule 9 or Rule

122 for marketing implementation since Rule 9

is more interesting in terms of objective mea-

sures, but Rule 122 is more profitable in terms of

subjective measures. By using the DEAmodel in

Cook & Kress (1990), the efficiency values of

Rule 122 are 1.0000 in Scenarios A, B and C, but

the efficiency values of Rule 9 are respectively

0.8223, 0.5030 and 0.8223 in Scenarios A, B and

C. Based on the efficiency value, decision ma-

kers can select Rule 122 for designing the cross-

selling marketing; if customers buy product item

1028068, product item 1017637 will be recom-

mended to them.

4.4. Experimental results of DTs

DT can be used to find out the characteristics of

relatively efficient association rules and rela-

tively inefficient ones as well as serving as a

classifier to predict the new association rules.

Because there exist few association rules with

efficiency 1.0, we set a threshold of efficiency to

categorize association rules into two classes,

relatively efficient and relatively inefficient.

Three DT algorithms respectively based on w2-
test, Entropy Reduction and Gini Reduction in

SASs Enterprise Minert are applied to classify

the discovered association rules.

Three thresholds, 1.0, 0.9 and 0.8, are, respec-

tively, set for analysis. The number of relatively

efficient rules and the number of inefficient rules

with three various thresholds for Scenarios A, B

and C are listed in Table 3. For building the DT

classifiers, 152 rules are divided into a training

dataset (70%) and test dataset (30%) by using

stratified sampling according to the number of

relatively efficient and the number of relatively

inefficient rules.

4.4.1. Results of Scenarios A and C For the

cases of three thresholds in Scenario A, the

classification results by three DT algorithms are

summarized in Table 4. From this table, the

three DT algorithms perform equally. For the

case of efficiency threshold set to 0.9, all three

DT algorithms generate the same classifier as

shown in Figure 2.

As abovementioned, the DT model as shown

in Figure 2 can assist decision makers in inter-

preting and investigating the discovered associa-

tion rules such that they can understand why the

rules are classified as efficient or inefficient.

As shown in Figure 2, there are seven leaf

Table 2: The 20 most efficient association rules

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C

Rule
no.

Efficiency Rule
no.

Efficiency Rule
no.

Efficiency

1 1.0000 76 1.0000 1 1.0000
2 1.0000 85 1.0000 2 1.0000
4 1.0000 101 1.0000 4 1.0000
11 1.0000 119 1.0000 11 1.0000
21 1.0000 122 1.0000 21 1.0000
31 1.0000 57 0.9999 31 1.0000
35 1.0000 144 0.9978 35 1.0000
42 1.0000 115 0.9942 42 1.0000
57 1.0000 113 0.9883 57 1.0000
63 1.0000 31 0.9827 63 1.0000
76 1.0000 90 0.9760 76 1.0000
85 1.0000 150 0.9743 85 1.0000
101 1.0000 63 0.9638 101 1.0000
119 1.0000 55 0.9613 119 1.0000
122 1.0000 21 0.9584 122 1.0000
144 0.9978 25 0.9584 144 0.9978
115 0.9947 37 0.9584 115 0.9946
25 0.9932 104 0.9584 25 0.9932
113 0.9894 142 0.9436 113 0.9894
12 0.9889 87 0.9346 12 0.9888

Table 3: The numbers of relatively efficient and relatively inefficient rules

Threshold Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C

Efficient no. Inefficient no. Efficient no. Inefficient no. Efficient no. Inefficient no.

1.0 15 137 5 147 15 137
0.9 42 110 26 126 42 110
0.8 80 72 40 112 80 72
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(terminal) nodes representing seven DT rules.

Observing the first node in the tree, decision

makers can identify that Rule Value is the most

critical criterion to select relatively efficient

association rules for implementation. The first

node branches into two child nodes (Rule Value

Z1480 and Rule Value < 1480). In the right

child node, there are 11 and 8 efficient associa-

tion rules in the training dataset and test dataset,

respectively. By traversing the tree path, DT

rules can be easily found. Taking the following

two DT rules as examples:

IF Rule Value Z1480, THEN the association

rule is labelled as relatively efficient.

IF Rule Value < 1480 AND Rule Cross Sell-

ing Profit < 289.5 AND Support < 0.014875

AND Confidence < 0.524171, THEN the asso-

ciation rule is labelled as relatively inefficient.

For the second DT rule as shown above, there

are 0 (0%) efficient association rules and 69

(100%) inefficient association rules in the train-

ing dataset, and one (3.1%) efficient association

rule and 31 (96.9%) inefficient association rules

in the test dataset. Other DT rules can be easily

interpreted in a similar manner.

By chance, the results of Scenario C are the

same as that of Scenario A.

4.4.2. Results of Scenario B For the cases of

three thresholds in Scenario B, the classification

Table 4: Classification results of Scenario A

w2-Test Entropy
reduction

Gini
reduction

Efficiency threshold¼ 1.0
Leaf node no. 3 3 7
Training accuracy 0.9340 0.9340 0.9528
Test accuracy 0.8913 0.8913 0.9130

Efficiency threshold¼ 0.9
Leaf node no. 7 7 7
Training accuracy 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Test accuracy 0.9783 0.9783 0.9783

Efficiency threshold¼ 0.8
Leaf node no. 5 5 5
Training accuracy 0.9245 0.9623 0.9623
Test accuracy 0.8478 0.9565 0.9565

Figure 2: The decision tree classifier of Scenario A with efficiency threshold set to 0.9.
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results by DT are summarized in Table 5. From

this table, the three DT algorithms perform

equally well. For the case of efficiency threshold

set to 0.9, all three DT algorithms generate the

same classifier as shown in Figure 3. The three

DT rules are presented as follows:

IF Rule Value Z1495, THEN the association

rule is labelled as relatively efficient.

IF Rule Value < 1495 AND Rule Cross Sell-

ing Profit < 331.5, THEN the association rule is

labelled as relatively inefficient.

IF Rule Value < 1495 AND Rule Cross Sell-

ing Profit > ¼ 331.5, THEN the association

rule is labelled as relatively efficient.

5. Conclusions

Data mining techniques are expected to extract

useful rules or patterns from amassive database.

However, a large set of patterns as well may be

extracted by performing the data mining func-

tions. Because not all the patterns generated are

useful or interesting to decision makers, pattern

evaluation therefore plays an essential role in

the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)

procedure. Decision makers can additionally set

criteria based on their domain and background

knowledge to select patterns for marketing im-

plementation. Such subjective criteria cannot be

measured statistically or directly from the data-

base. In this paper, we propose a pattern filter-

ing and classification approach by simulta-

neously taking both objective and subjective

measures into consideration.

The DEA model can filter a large set of dis-

covered association rules for making better mar-

keting decisions. Additionally, decision trees

can help decision makers interpret the discov-

ered association rules, and build classifiers to

predict relatively efficient or inefficient rules.

The proposed approach provides an alternative

for enhancing the pattern evaluation in KDD

process.

This paper focuses on evaluating discovered

association rules with profit-based measures,

mainly in terms of price, to tackle the issue

raised in the Ketel Vodka and Beluga Caviar

problem (Cohen et al., 2001), so future works

can additionally take other marketing-mix vari-

ables into consideration.
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Table 5: Classification results of Scenario B

Chi-square
Test

Entropy
reduction

Gini
reduction

Efficiency threshold¼ 1.0
Leaf node no. 4 3 4
Training accuracy 1.0000 0.9811 1.0000
Test accuracy 0.9783 0.9783 0.9783

Efficiency threshold¼ 0.9
Leaf node no. 3 3 3
Training accuracy 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Test accuracy 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

Efficiency threshold¼ 0.8
Leaf node no. 3 3 3
Training accuracy 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Test accuracy 0.9783 0.9783 0.9783

Figure 3: The decision tree of Scenario B with

efficiency threshold set to 0.9.
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